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MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
COMMENCEMENT 
2011 
T lu. ( )n I-
Cc)mmencement 
Marshall University Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
C. E. and James Haworth
2 Today's Ceremony Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our candidates for graduation. We hope you will find this ceremony - a culmination of the efforts of faculty, staff, our students and their families - both meaningful and impressive. While awaiting the start of the ceremony, you may wish to read the historical notes on West Virginia's oldest university on the following pages. There also is a brief description and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on academic heraldry will detail the significance of the costumes worn by the participants in today's ceremony. The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for degrees. The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty and administration. The platform party consisting of the Academic Deans, Honorary Degree recipients, special guests of the President and the President of the University are led to the platform by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished member of the faculty, bearing The Grand Mace. The placing of The Grand Mace on the platform signifies the solemnity of the occasion and officially denotes the opening of the ceremony. The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, once the procession begins; please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. And, out of respect for the ceremony, please tum off all cellular phones and electronic devices before the procession. Later in the ceremony, the audience is requested to remain seated when the graduates come forward to be recognized individually. We will have a photographer in place to take each graduate's picture. We also would like to ask that after the graduates cross the stage and return to their seats, everyone in the audience remain seated until the ceremony is over. When the President closes the ceremony following the conferring of all degrees, the audience is requested to rise for the traditional singing of the Alma Mater. The audience is requested to be seated following the Alma Mater until the platform party and faculty have recessed. Once again, welcome to the Commencement Exercises of Marshall University. Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the Marshall Family of faculty, staff and students. 
Academic Procession Candidates for Doctoral Degrees Candidates for Master's Degrees Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees Candidates for Associate's Degrees Assistant Chief Faculty Marshals Members of the Faculty Chief Faculty Marshal Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials Prof. Kathryn Chezik Prof. Ron Childress Prof. David Cusick Prof. Sam Dameron Prof. Andrew Gooding Prof. Mary Jo Graham Prof. Marty Amerikaner Prof. Roger Adkins Prof. Bob Angel Prof. Kevin Barksdale Prof. Laura Boswell Prof. Michael Brookshire Prof. Bob Brown Prof. Tina Cartwright Prof. Dick Drass Prof. Gina Evans Readers: Chief Marshal: Professor Bonita Lawrence Assistant Chief Marshals: Professor Dallas Brozik Professor Christopher Cassidy Prof. Lisa Heaton Prof. Rebecca Johnson Prof. Denise Landry Prof. Marjorie Mclnemey Prof. Michael Newsome Prof. Ralph Oberly Chief Usher: Professor Kathy Seelinger Prof. James Farmer Prof. Charles Hossler Prof. Kelli Johnson Prof. Raymond Keener Prof. Majid Khader Prof. Suzi Konz Prof. Deborah Lockwood Prof. Suneel Maheshwari Prof. Jennifer Mak Prof. Karen McComas Prof. Karen McNeely Prof. LeVene Olson Prof. Leslie Petteys Prof. Linda Spatig Prof. Allan Stem Prof. Barbara Tarter Prof. David Mills Prof. Tammy Minor Prof. Caroline Perkins Prof. Jean Price Prof. Eryn Roles Prof. Charles Stivason Prof. Uday Tate Prof. Greg T weitmeyer Prof. George Watson Prof. Laura Wyant Prof. Robin McCutcheon, Prof. Mary Elizabeth Reynolds, Prof. Judith Silver and Prof. Harlan Smith Disclaimer: The list of May degree candidates in this program is tentative based on the anticipated successful completion of courses undertaken during the Spring Semester 2011. This document should not be used as an official record for May candidates. 3 
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The 17 4th Commencement Program 
President Stephen]. Kopp, Ph.D. Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University Commencement Band Professor Steven R. Barnett, M.M., Conducting Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem .. : .......................................................................................................... LaKedria C. Johnson- Lozano Master's Degree Candidate Invocation ................................................................................................................................. A. Stan Maynard, Ph.D. Professor of Education Introduction of Guests ...................................................................................................... ........ StephenJ. Kopp, Ph.D. President Introduction of the Commencement Speaker .......................................................................... StephenJ. Kopp, Ph.D. President Commencement Address .................................................................................................................... Julia Keller, Ph.D. Conferring of the Honorary Degree Pulitzer Prize, 2005 Cultural Critic, Chicago Tribune Marshall University Alumna (B.A. Magna Cum Laude, 1976; M.A., 1981) Candidate presented by ............................................................................................. StephenJ. Kopp, Ph.D. President Candidate hooded by ............................................................................................ Frances S. Hensley, Ph.D. Senior Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs/Dean of Undergraduate Studies Julia Keller - Doctor of Humane Letters Recognition of Honored Faculty ............................................................................................ Camilla Brammer, Ph.D. Faculty Senate Chair Recognition of Graduates Earning Academic Honors ........................................................ Frances S. Hensley, Ph.D. Senior Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs/Dean of Undergraduate Studies Recognition of Honors College Graduates ....................................................................................... Mary Todd, Ph.D. Honors College Dean 
Presentation of Doctoral Degree Candidates 
Doctor of Education Degree Candidates presented by Dean Teresa R. Eagle, Ed.D. 
Doctor of Philosophy Degree Candidates presented by Dean Donna J. Spindel, Ph.D. 
Doctor of Psychology Degree Candidates presented by Dean Donna J. Spindel, Ph.D. 
Doctor of Management Practice Nurse Anesthesia presented by Dean Donna J. Spindel, Ph.D. 
Conferring of Doctoral Degrees 
Presentation of Doctoral Diplomas and Investiture of Academic Hoods 
Presentation of Associate's, Bachelor's, and Master's Degrees 
College of Liberal Arts presented by Dean David J. Pittenger, Ph.D. 
College of Health Professions presented by Dean Michael Prewitt, Ph.D. 
School of Journalism and Mass Communications presented by 
Dean Corley F. Dennison, Ed.D. 
College of Education and Human Services presented by Dean Robert B. Bookwalter, Ph.D. 
College of Fine Arts presented by Dean Donald L. Van Hom, M.F.A. 
College of Business presented by Dean Chong Kim, Ph.D. 
College of Information Technology and Engineering presented by 
Dean Betsy Dulin, J.D., P.E. 
Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Associate Vice President for Outreach and 
Continuing Studies, Rudy Pauley, Ed.D. 
College of Science presented by Dean Charles C. Somerville, Ph.D. 
Graduate College presented by Dean Donna J. Spindel, Ph.D. 
Conferring of Associate's, Bachelor's, and Master's Degrees 
Presentation of Associate's, Bachelor's, and Master's Degree Graduates 
Alumni Association Greetings ............................................................................................. William "Mickey" Jackson 
Marshall University Alumni Association President 
Closing ........................................................................................................................................ Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President 
Alma Mater ................................................................................................................................... Curtis Edward Brown 
Bachelor's Degree Candidate 
Recessional ............................................................................................................................ Platform Party and Faculty The graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the singing of the Alma Mater and remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
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The President's Medallion and Grand Mace 
Marshall University traces its origins to the founding of the Marshall Academy in 1837. The 
Academy was named in honor ofJohn Marshall, the fourth ChiefJustice of the United States Supreme 
Court, who died on July 6, 1835. 
The Marshall University community has taken great pride in observing the memory of our 
namesake, who has been described by modern-day biographer, Jean Edward Smith, a noted member 
of the Marshall University faculty, as the "Definer of the United States Constitution." John Marshall 
was a man for the ages in an era that brought forth greatness. Characterized by others as befitting 
Thomas Babington Macaulay's description, "He neither sought nor shunned greatness, and found 
glory only because glory lay in the plain path of duty." 
Chief Justice John Marshall served the Supreme Court in that capacity from 1801 to 1835, the 
longest serving Chief Justice in United States history. He is widely regarded as having established a 
broad interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, which established the Constitution as 
the basis of the American legal system and the "rule of law" as the law of the land. During his tenure 
as Chief Justice, the Judicial Branch of the new American government rose to a level of importance 
commensurate with that of the Executive and Legislative Branches. 
John Marshall's image is used prominently in both the Marshall University President's Medallion 
and the Grand Mace of the University. The President's Medallion is the badge of office for the 
presidency of Marshall University. It consists of a relief carving of the seal of the university, which 
features the likeness of John Marshall. It is worn by the President when he is participating in formal 
University ceremonies. 
The Grand Mace, a symbol of authority and leadership, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the Faculty 
at all formal University occasions and i displayed on the platform during these functions. The mace is 
made from a limb that fell from the Old Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the Huntington campus. 
The beech tree was part of the original farm on which Marshall Academy was founded, and was a campus 
fixture until it was toppled by a wind storm in 1987. It was believed to have been more than 300 years 
old and had initials and marks carved by hundreds of former Marshall students. 
The top of the mace consists of a gold-plated bronze casting that features, on one side, the Seal of 
Marshall University, and, on the other side, the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These features are 
surrounded by beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by a torch, symbolic of academic excellence. 
Immediately below the top casting is a four-sided section with carved symbols significant to the history 
of the University - the tower of Old Main, the Memorial Fountain, the seal of Marshall College, and 
an American bison (commonly known as a buffalo), official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. 
The area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small clusters of beech nuts and leaves. 
The center portion of the mace is carved in double-wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the 
gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in size. The base of the mace is protected 
by a gold-plated bronze casting of beech leaf clusters. The entire mace weighs about 25 pounds and is 66 
inches from the top of the torch to the base. 
Both the President's Medallion and the Grand Mace were created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. 
Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor, as well 
as an art teacher in the public schools. 
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Faculty with 25 or more years of 
service as of May 2011 Name College MUYears 
James Brumfield Science 47 
John Teel Liberal Arts 44 
Ramchandra Akkihal Business 43 
Matthew Carlton Science 43 
William Paynter Education and Human Services 43 
Nancy Stump Liberal Arts 43 
Earline Allen Fine Arts 41 
Ralph Oberly Science 41 
Franklin Binder Science 40 
Kathryn Chezik Health Professions 40 
David Cusick Science 40 
LeVene Olson Education and Human Services 40 
Dewey Sanderson Science 40 
Joseph Stone Business 40 
James Joy Science 39 
Daniel Babb Science 38 
Clayton McNearney Liberal Arts 38 
Michael Little Science 37 
Dan Evans Science 37 
Michael Burton Education and Professional Development 36 
Ronald Childress Education and Professional Development 36 
Barbara Guyer Education and Human Services 36 
Kenneth Guyer Medicine 36 
Steven Mewaldt Liberal Arts 36 
Robert Angel Education and Human Services 35 
H. Wayne Elmore Science 35 
Dennis Emmett Health Professions 35 
Stephen O'Keefe Liberal Arts 35 
Rebecca Johnson Journalism and Mass Communications 34 
Ben Miller Fine Arts 34 
Gerald Rubin Science 34 
D. Allen Stern Information Technology and Engineering 34 
Robert Wilson Liberal Arts 34 
John Hubbard Science 33 
Michael Moore Medicine 33 
Gary Rankin Medicine 33 
Janet Dooley Journalism and Mass Communications 32 
Terry Fenger Medicine 32 
Marc Lindberg Liberal Arts 32 
Ronald Martino Science 32 
Roger Adkins Business 31 
Philip Carter Health Professions 31 
Arthur Maynard Education and Human Services 31 
Karen Mitchell Science 31 
Nicola Orsini Science 31 
Robert Sawrey Liberal Arts 31 
W. Joseph Wyatt Liberal Arts 31 
Bob Brown Business 30 
Christopher Dolmetsch Liberal Arts 30 
Carl Gruetter Medicine 30 
Mahmood Heydarian Medicine 30 
William McCumbee Medicine 30 
Thomas Savory Medicine 30 
Diana Stotts Health Professions 30 
John Vielkind Liberal Arts 30 
Ruu-Tong Wang Medicine 30 
Mitchell Berk Medicine 29 
Margaret Brown Liberal Arts 29 
Linda Dobbs Fine Arts 29 
Maria-Carmen Riddel Liberal Arts 29 
John Walden Medicine 29 
Steven Banks Education and Human Services 28 
Nicholas Freidin Liberal Arts 28 
J oDee Gottlieb Health Professions 28 
Donald Hall Education and Human Services 28 
Patricia Kelly Medicine 28 
Shirley Lumpkin Liberal Arts 28 
Shirley Neitch Medicine 28 
James Riemer Liberal Arts 28 
Linda Savory Medicine 28 
M. Jamil Chaudri Information Technology and Engineering 27 
Bruce Conrad Business 27 
Heather Hagerman Education and Professional Development 27 
William Palmer Liberal Arts 27 
Monica Valentovic Medicine 27 
Richard Bady Science 26 
Charles Bailey Journalism and Mass Communications 26 
Camilla Brammer Liberal Arts 26 
Samuel Dameron Liberal Arts 26 
Wendell Dobbs Fine Arts 26 
Susan Jackson Fine Arts 26 
Denise Landry Health Professions 26 
Judy Silver Science 26 
Frances Simone Education and Professional Development 26 
Allen Wilkins Business 26 
Laura Adkins Science 25 
Neil Arneson Education and Human Services 25 
John Drost Science 25 
Marcia Harrison-Pitaniello Science 25 
Samuel Januszkiewicz Medicine 25 
Karen McComas Health Professions 25 
Marjorie Mcinerney Health Professions 25 
Michael Sullivan Education and Professional Development 25 
Maria Veitia Medicine 25 
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Recognition of Honored Faculty Retiring Faculty 
Earline Allen Professor Art&Design 
George Arthur Associate Professor School of Education 
Sirous Arya Associate Professor Surgery 
Noel Bowling Professor Reading Education @ MUGC 
Kathy Chezik Associate Professor Communication Disorders 
Joe Fuller Associate Professor Engineering 
Barbara Guyer Professor School of Education 
Sandra Marra Professor Nursing 
Michael Moore Professor Biochemistry & Microbiology 
Leslie Petteys Professor Music 
Gilbert Ratcliff, Jr. Professor Pediatrics 
Maria-Carmen Riddel Professor Modem Languages 
Philip Rutsohn Professor Management, Marketing, MIS 
Dewey Sanderson Professor Geology 
Gary Saunders Professor Accountancy & Legal Environment 
Joe Stone, Jr. Professor Accountancy & Legal Environment Marshall and Shirley Reynolds Outstanding Teacher Award 2010/11 Recipient 
Dan Hollis Associate Professor Journalism & Mass Communications Charles E. Hedrick Outstanding Faculty Award 2010/11 Recipient 
Jamie Warner Professor Political Science Distinguished Service Award 2010/11 Recipients 
Camilla Brammer Professor Communication Studies 
Barbara Guyer Professor Special Education 
Marcia Harrison Professor Biological Scienceses Distinguished Artists and Scholars Award 2010/11 Recipients 
Richard Agesa Professor Finance & Economics 
Rachael Peckham Assistant Professor English 
T homas Wilson Professor Physics Pickens/Queen Excellence in Teaching Award 2010/11 Recipients 
Maribea Barnes Assistant Professor Art & Design 
April Fugett-Fuller Assistant Professor Psychology 
Brent Patterson Assistant Professor Art & Design John & Frances Rucker Graduate Advisor of the Year Award 2010/11 Recipients 
Mike Cunningham Professor 
Piyali Dasgupta Assistant Professor 
Leadership Studies @ MUGC 
Pharmacology, Physiology, Toxicology Sarah Denman Faces of Appalachia Award 2010/11 Recipient 
Donna Sullivan Associate Professor Sociology 
Academic Heraldry The academic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement and at other formal University occasions trace their origins to those worn by faculty and students at medieval European universities. With only minor modifications these costumes have remained largely unchanged since the 16th century. Standards for colleges and universities in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of an Intercollegiate Code which specifies design and color appropriate for various degrees. As in medieval times the costumes worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic heritage. Modem academic costume consists of three parts: the gown or robe, a headpiece, and a hood. The style of the gown denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. Usually black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with shirring in front and back and by open flowing sleeves which end in a point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed. The master's gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or glove sleeve which is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may be worn either open or closed. The doctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down the front and has velvet chevrons on the sleeves. While black is still the predominate color for doctoral gowns, the trim may be in a color which denotes the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may denote the wearer's university. The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for formal occasions. It is appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and with the tassel falling from the left quarter of the board. Tassel colors usually denote the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned. Doctoral tassels are often gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn by many who hold the doctorate. While the gown and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood which adds meaning and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medieval times, the hood is worn falling from the shoulders down the back of the gown in a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color denotes the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned and it is lined in two colors of silk which represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Marshall University hood is lined in green and white and edged with the appropriate discipline color. A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Code for colors signifying academic disciplines follows: Agriculture ..................................................... Maize Nursing ........................................................ Apricot Arts and Humanities ..................................... White Oratory (Speech) .................................. Silver Gray Business Administration ................................ Drab Dentistry ......................................................... Lilac Economics ................................................... Copper Education ............................................... Light Blue Engineering ................................................. Orange Fine Arts and Architecture .......................... Brown Forestry .......................................................... Russet Home Economics ....................................... Maroon Pharmacy ............................................. Olive Green Philosophy ............................................... Dark Blue Physical Education ............................... Sage Green Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue Public Health ..................................... Salmon Pink Science ............................................ Golden Yellow Social Science .............................................. Cream Journalism ................................................. Crimson Law ................................................................ Purple Social Work ................................................. Citron Theology or Divinity ................................... Scarlet Library Science ............................................ Lemon Veterinary Science .......................................... Gray Medicine ....................................................... Green Music ................................................................ Pink At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor and associate degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates the level of academic excellence achieved in pursuit of their respective degrees. 
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Profile of Marshall University The early history of Marshall University is filled with colorful events and people. To put things in chronological perspective, the academic saga started in 183 7 when the good citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to the west - now the city of Huntington - decided they needed an annual school to provide for the education of their youngsters. Tradition records they met at the home ofJohn Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and named the new school Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. They decided to locate their new school on a knoll known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also had served for some time as a subscription school for the area. It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing Laidley and eight other men as trustees. On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased from James and Lucy Holderby the one and one-fourth acre lot containing their log "academy." The price: $40. That land is now the site of Old Main. The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. The first full school term was conducted in 1838-39. In 1850, the academy and its financial obligations were accepted by the Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. Due to financial problems the property was sold at public auction in 1861. Ms. Salina Mason bought the land and building for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite and his family lived in the college building. During at least part of the war, a small school, probably a subscription school, was maintained at the college - fulfilling a provision in the original deed from James Holderby which specified it was to be used " . . .  for the express purpose of an Academy (sic) and for no other use." The building also was used as a hospital during part of the conflict. Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia had recognized the need for an institution to train teachers to serve the state's public schools. On Feb. 27, 1867, the Legislature voted approval of a bill establishing a "state normal school" to be located at Marshall College. In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the school's regents purchased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks. In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" segment facing the main entrance to the campus on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Athletics got their start at Marshall with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in college. In 1914, President Corbly recommended that " .. . Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name - a degree-conferring institution." In 1920, the State Board of Education approved Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in education. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead saw steady academic and physical expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. Today, Marshall has an enrollment of nearly 14,200, a full-time faculty of about 700 and about 3 70 part-time instructors. The small academy has become a major university, functioning through 13 divisions: Marshall University Graduate College, the College of Information Technology and Engineering, Elizabeth McDowell Lewis College of Business, College of Education and Human Services, College of Fine Arts, College of Liberal Arts, College of Science, Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine, W. Page Pitt  School  of Journal i sm andMass Communications, College of  HealthProfessions, Honors College, School of ExtendedEducation, and Graduate School of Education andProfessional Development.Marshall has two major campuses - a main campus in Huntington and the Marshall University Graduate College in South Charleston - along with several learning centers including the Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine; the Marshall Medical Center; the Learning Resource Center in Gilbert; the Teays Valley Regional Center in Putnam County; the Mid-Ohio Valley Center in Point Pleasant; the Southern Mountain Center in Logan; the Robert C. Byrd Institute for Advanced Flexible Manufacturing, and the Public Higher Education Center in Beckley. 
Class of 2011 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates The Bachelor Degree honor graduates are distinguished by cords and tassels worn with their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Green and White Cords and White Tassels. The Magna Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Cords and Tassels. The Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Red Cords and Tassels. Summa Cum Laude Melanie Marie Pleiss Green & White Cord 
& White Tassel These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.85 to 4.00. Kaitlin Margaret Reed Bailey B. Reynolds Robert J. Richardson Jessica Lynn Rogerson Niki Allison Rowe Holyann Noel Schiller Jay K. Sisson Ennis Ayla Barbery Amanda K. Skeens Rachel Perry Blake Hannah Sue Smith Geston David Churchill Brumfield Staci Ann Ligouria StandifordCameron D. Buchman Patrick Lee Stewart Katherine Elizabeth Budden Margaret Jan Stonestreet Kelley Ann Bugler Angela N. Taylor Angela Louise Bumgarner Catherine A. Togger Calin Joseph Burger Samantha Lynn Turley Jennifer Lynn Byrd Alexandra Lynn Vaclavek Amy Elizabeth Cattrell Aaron Myles Williamson Christopher Lindsey Chadwick Elijah Alderson Wise Angela Colleen Chandler CryStal L. Woody Kathleen M. Clark Jenna Marie Workman Olivia V. Wymer Ivy Grace Clarkson Daniel Patrick Collins Elizabeth Anne Fleming Molly Romayne Gallagher Ian Michael Gaunt Brandon Tyler George Molly Elizabeth Ginger Wesley Matthew Hager Henry David Heisey Jessica Nicole Hughes Sara Beth Hutchinson Brittany Frances Ireland Rebekah Janette Jamieson Wendie Nicole Jordan Justin Michael Kazee Jill Elizabeth Lansden Jessica Ann Layne Casey Dawn McCallister Andrew M. Merritt Zachary Luke Merritt Kamryn Christine Midkiff Kenneth Robert Mullen Chad Tyler Pemberton Magna Cum Laude Gold Cord & Gold Tassel These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.60 to 3.84. Alyssa Nicole Adkins Brian David Adkins Sara Samir Alhakeem Joshua David Allen Kelly Marie Armstrong Brigham Scott Ash Jackie Lee Baisden Daniel Edward Ball Constance Marie Ballard Kristen Rebecca Berquist Evelyn Sue Bevins Katherine Anne Blankenship Nicholas Hunter Blankenship Teresa Leigh Blankenship Michael Vaughn Baxter Bledsoe Benjamin Patrick Blodgett Kyra Ann Brodwater Angelina Browning Stephanie Lea Bumgarner Whitney Marie Burdette Brittany NaCole Caldwell Beth Ann Carlton Mary Louann Chapman Elizabeth Marie Cochran Erin Michelle Collins Chelsea Chantel Comer Hannah Michelle Cooper Emily Elizabeth Corley Samantha M. Cotsmire Jonathan Robert Crowder Hannah Nicole Davis Katherine Elizabeth Davis Robert Carl DeMuth Brianna Cathleen Dickerson Byron David Dodson Jessica Rae Elliott Stella R. Estepp Rebecca Beville Falcon Jeremy Scott Ferrell Christopher Heath Fine Casey Eric Fitzpatrick Stephen Thomas Fleming Ryan David Frampton John C. Fredeking Ashley Nicole Frye Whitney Jo Garner Kristina Rae Garrett Alex Keith George Thomas Michael Glennon Dalton E. Hadlock Mark]. Hagy Darlene M. Hardwick Cristin Rebecca Haught Lindsay Nicole Hawk Jacob Kearney Hensel Maryellen Marie Hill Megan Nicole Hunt Danielle Megan Ingram 13 
Jeremy Scott James Catherine Anne Weber Kelly Marie Christian Taylor Reed Johnson Sarah Renee White Martin Taylor Clay Christopher Lee Jude Emily Nicole Whitt Ivy Eva Cline Olivia Lorraine Judy Hannah Beth Wilkins Whitney Beth Cline Renita Filichia Kagen Emilee Elizabeth Williams Kayla Marie Cole Joshua S. King Eric Anthony Williams Megan Nichole Collier Michaela Kyrie Kissell Lindsay Taylor Winfield Joshua Adam Cottle Caitlin Marie Kocher Zachary Dane Woods Allison Noelle Cox Lisa Jane Lanham Rachel Lynn Workman Staci Lynn Cox Chelsea Leah Laswell Mikhaela Elizabeth Young Cody Allen Cremeans Christine Elizabeth Lavery Morgan Brooke Young Amy Crosby Leigh Ann Elizabeth Lilly Suella Marie Crum Wendy Gale Lincoln Ashley Paige Davis Stephanie Lauren Lloyd Cum Laude Charles Donavan Davis Moriah Danielle Lathes Laura Jean Davis Taylor Ryan Manilla Red Cord & Red Tassel Erin Colleen Deegan Thomas Michael Matheny Eric DiVito Todd Samuel McClure, These students have attained Stephanie Lee Dillon Heather Sue McCormick an over-all academic average of Samuel David Dotson Emma Marie McCullough 3.30 to 3.59. Mona Christine Drake Kiara L. Midkiff Staci Nicole Drury Christopher Jon Miller Maria Aiello Erika L. Duncan Shannon Renee Miller Trenton Andrew Aitken William Ramon Thomas Jason Andrew Mitchell Samantha Marie Anderson Edwards Ashley K. Moore Ciara Dawn Arnold Jacob Franklin Eller Ellen Kastner Moore Carah Shane Artrip Michael Lee Elmore Jennifer Diane Moore Kendra Lynne Arvon Lauren Ashley Fairbanks Karrell Renna Moore Carol Lee Bailey Stephen Matthew Ferrell Dustin Eaton Moraczewski Kati Elizabeth Bailey Meghan Elise Fillinger Alexander Joseph Mull Jodi Dee Baisden Christopher John Finlay Courtney Nicole Nichols Kimberly Jean Beach-Shaffer Christopher Thomas Fitzpatrick Rachel Elizabeth Nixon Kerissa Jane Bennett Brian Lewis Floyd Corey Mathew Packard Stephen Cooper Bergstrom Eric Michael Flynn Chelsea Kay Painter Jake Henry Billmyer Kristen Gail Footo Patricia Rosann Parsons Gregory Scott Bills Lane Andrew Fowler Stephen Lance Pennington Conrad Tyler Blackburn Noah Zackary Fraley Andrea Rene Poling Jared Adam Blankenship James Michael France Ryan C. Pritchard Christopher Brice Boelter Jordan Lea Gaal Heather Nichole Ramsey Sarah Kristen Bonham Don E. Garrison Brittany Alysha Randall Lori Jae Boswell Rylee Grace Genseal McKenzie Leigh Ross Robert C. Bowers Julie Ashley Goedel Tyler Christopher Rowland Courtney Noel Boyer Shayne Leigh Goedel Melissa Kathleen Sayre Emily Marie Brooks Erin Kathryn Grimm Allison Elizabeth Sigman Laci Breanne Browning Jessica Leigh Gunn Andrew Arik Sikula Robert Darren Brumfield Joseph Benjamin Haaf Christopher Joseph Simmons Gloria Kay Burdette Ashley N. Hardin Vanessa Carolina Stacy Anthony Donald Bush Elizabeth Lynn Hardin Seth Webster Stanley Sonya Mae Butcher Christina Nicole Harvey Autumn Nichole Starcher Robert Benjamin Calderwood Kayla Elizabeth Hatfield Lacy Marie Stephens Natalie Marie Campbell Mary Margaret Heath Elizabeth Gail Stinnett Dionne L. Canterbury Marlowe Wynne Hereford Adam Ketner Strider Elizabeth A. Canterbury Nathan Kyle Hill Madeleine Anne Thompson Leannda Lin Carey Jenafer Robin Hinchman Lindsay Nichole Toney Latisha Rochelle Carr Mari Holliday Pamela Jo Tritt John Thomas Caudill Sarah Beth Holliday Susan Claire Velte Katherine Lucille Cavis Melanie Elizabeth Horn Kelsey Deanne Waybright Cary Patrick Child Adam Clay Howerton 14 
Chelsey Lavonne Hughes 
Carly Eileen Jividen 
Korey Jo Jividen 
Arp.her Renee Johnson 
Melody Rose Jordan 
Heather Ashley Julian 
Kristin Lynn Kelley 
Megan Michelle Kelly 
Sophia Ione Kelz 
Erin Catherine Kennedy 
Wisam Majed Khader 
Chassity Rachelle Kirk 
Zachary Shane Lanham 
Zachary Daniel Lauffer 
Erika Rose Lawson 
Matthew Todd Layne 
Richard Thomas Legg 
Debra Kay Leonard 
Jeremy Nathaniel Litton 
Tinia M. Lucas 
Erin Elizabeth Lynd 
Laura Elaine Mader 
Ashley Dawn Mannon 
Jennifer Marie Marinacci 
Jessica Eve Marsh 
Andrew Scott Martin 
Ashley E Martin 
Ashley Marie Matheny 
Heather Marie McCallister 
Kayla Jo McClaskey 
Curtis Aaron McComas 
Kendrick Edward McElfish 
Kara Beth McNeely 
Gregory Scott Miller 
Melissa Ann Moore 
Danilo Rezende Froes d Moraes 
Jenae Nicole Moreno 
Joshua Kevin Morgan 
Bethany J. Morris 
Whitney Afton Naylor-Smith 
Anna Kathleen Neil 
Tresa Anne Nelms 
Marissa D. Nelson 
Sarah K. Nibert 
Jessica Morgan Nicholson 
Mark Robert Nutter 
Olivia Marie Nutter 
Andrew Stephen O'Neal 
Elizabeth Emily Orton 
Jenna Danielle Palmer 
Kathleen Elisabeth Parsley 
Lenza Elyce Paul 
Heather Dawn Payne 
Adam Jacob Phillips 
Andrea Dawn Poe 
Angelique Marie Price 
Wynema Nicole Prince 
Kristen Samantha Pritchard 
Rachel Lynn Randall 
Krista Brooke Ratliff-Bias 
Megan C. Ray 
Steven T homas Reed 
Vanessa Aileen Ridgway 
Steven Patrick Romano 
Patricia A. Ross 
Mikaela Rubenstein 
Brandon Cody Sabol 
Leaha Marie Salmon 
Zilla Joan Sansom 
Lynn Ann Scalise 
Kristin Nichole Schroeder 
Emily Jo Shamblin 
JiaShen 
Tyler Christopher Shoub 
Jameson Evan Smith 
Theresa Marie Smith 
Yezenia Grisel Soto 
Megan Marie Springman 
Sean Martin Staley 
Diana Marie Starkweather 
Danielle Nicole Stephens 
Abbigail Emilie Stewart 
Amanda Beth Stewart 
Natalie Rachelle Stover 
Brandon Lee Sunbury 
Ryan Sotero Svingos 
Patricia Ann Szerszen 
Ye Tao 
Melissa Rena Terry 
Carly Ann T hiel 
Alicia Nicole T homas 
Leslie Caitlin Toney 
Steven Patrick T umer 
Christopher Michael Tyree 
Natasha Nichole Vance 
Natalie Tess Vanderpool 
Hao Wang 
Jacqueline Nicole Webb 
Loren Candace Wells 
Victoria L. Wheeler 
Jennifer S. White 
Tiffany LeeAnn White 
Christian Lee Conrad Whitt 
Ryan Daniel Whorton 
Jewelia Mae Williams 
Joshua Kenneth Williams 
Amory Kenitia Wilson 
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Associate Degree Candidates 
With High Honors 
These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3. 70 to 4.00. 
Royal Blue Cord & Royal Blue Tassel 
Karen Sue Howerton 
Mary Christine Petrany 
Kathleen Mavourneen Siegrist 
With Honors 
These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.30 to 3.69. 
Royal Blue Cord & Royal Blue Tassel 
Howard Lee Early 
Audrey Marie Griffith 
Leslie N. Horton 
Elizabeth Nicole Mullins 
Brittany Nicole Myers 
Heather Grace Sims 
Billie Jo Talbott 
The Honars College 
Candidates Presented by Mary Todd, Dean 
Alyssa Nicole Adkins Elizabeth Anne Fleming Brittany Dawn Milhoan 
University Honors University Honors University Honors 
Jackie Lee Baisden Yeager Scholar Ellen Kastner Moore 
University Honors Jordan Lea Gaal University Honors 
John Marshall Scholar University Honors Yeager Scholar 
Ennis Ayla Barbery Ian Michael Gault Bethany J. Morris 
University Honors University Honors University Honors 
Yeager Scholar Rylee Grace Genseal Alexander Joseph Mull 
Rachel Perry Blake University Honors University Honors 
University Honors Yeager Scholar Courtney Nicole Nichols 
Hedrick Scholar Brandon Tyler George University Honors 
Michael Vaughn Baxter Bledsoe John Marshall Scholar John Marshall Scholar 
University Honors Matthew Joseph Goddard Stephen Lance Pennington 
John Marshall Scholar University Honors University Honors 
Erma Byrd Scholar Henry David Heisey Melanie Marie Pleiss 
Angelina Browning University Honors University Honors 
University Honors Yeager Scholar John Marshall Scholar 
Laci Breanne Browning Adam Clay Howarton Robert Jordan Richardson 
University Honors University Honors University Honors 
Yeager Scholar Megan Nicole Hunt Niki Allison Rowe 
Cameron D. Buchman University Honors University Honors 
University Honors Yeager Scholar Melissa Kathleen Sayre 
John Marshall Scholar Sara Beth Hutchinson University Honors 
Katherine Elizabeth Budden University Honors John Marshall Scholar 
University Honors Danielle Megan Ingram Autumn Nichole Starcher 
John Marshall Scholar John Marshall Scholar University Honors 
Angela Louise Bumgarner Rebekah Janette Jamieson John Marshall Scholar 
University Honors University Honors Margaret Jan Stonestreet 
Natalie Marie Campbell Olivia Lorraine Judy John Marshall Scholar 
University Honors University Honors Erma Byrd Scholar 
Christopher Lindsey Chadwick Erma Byrd Scholar Melissa Rena Terry 
University Honors Justin Michael Kazee University Honors 
John Marshall Scholar University Honors Madeleine Anne T hompson 
Erin Michelle Collins John Marshall Scholar University Honors 
John Marshall Scholar Wisam Majed Khader Pamela Jo Tritt 
Samantha Marie Cotsmire University Honors University Honors 
University Honors Caitlin Marie Kocher Samantha Lynn Turley 
John Marshall Scholar John Marshall Scholar University Honors 
Charles Donavan Davis Jill Elizabeth Lansden Alexandra Lynn Vaclavek 
University Honors University Honors John Marshall Scholar 
Robert Carl DeMuth Erma Byrd Scholar Jacqueline Nicole Webb 
University Honors Jessica Ann Layne University Honors 
John Marshall Scholar University Honors Jewelia Mae Williams 
Brianna Cathleen Dickerson Ashley Dawn Mannon University Honors 
University Honors John Marshall Scholar Elijah Anderson Wise 
Yeager Scholar Andrew M. Merritt University Honors 
Byron David Dodson University Honors John Marshall Scholar 
University Honors John Marshall Scholar Crystal Lee Woody 
Jessica Rae Elliott Kamryn Christine Midkiff University Honors 
University Honors University Honors Zachary Dane Woods 
Christopher Heath Fine University Honors 
University Honors Yeager Scholar 
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Military Commissions 
United States Army 
Reserve Officer's Training Corps Battalion 
T he following individuals were commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at 
Marshall University on May 6, 2011 
Trenton A. Aitken 
Kevin L. Davis 
John T. Kmetz 
John A. Mahood 
Michael W. Price 
Kristen S. Pritchard 
Ryan C. Pritchard 
ThuongH. Vo 
Armor 
Transportation Corps 
Military Intelligence 
Armor 
Signal Corps 
Adjutant General 
Aviation 
Transportation 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education 
and Human Services Candidates presented by Robert B. Bookwalter, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 Bachelor of Arts Nicholas L. Adams Maria Aiello Heather Marie Allison Brian Walter Anderson Samantha Marie Anderson Melissa Lynn Arthur Kendra Lynne Arvon Justin Lee Baisden Conrad Tyler Blackbum Lori Jae Boswell Kyra Ann Brodwater Angela Louise Bumgarner Tracy Anne Burr Dionne L. Canterbury Elizabeth A. Canterbury John Thomas Caudill Heather Nichole Chatterton Whitney Beth Cline Shelly Lynn Cobb Emily Elizabeth Corley Staci Lynn Cox Katherine Elizabeth Davis Tabitha Anne Dolan Nathan Wade Evans Justin Dean Finley Lindsay Marie Fitzpatrick Stephen Thomas Fleming Ashley Nicole Frye Molly Romayne Gallagher Whitney Jo Gamer Amy Danielle Garnett Kristina Rae Garrett Ashley Danielle Gilbert Erin Kathryn Grimm Wilson Tyler Grimmett Isaac Lee Hollon Sarah Beth Hutchinson Megan Michelle Kelly Grant Edward Labarbara Gregory Alan Lake Elyse Anne Lambert Shawna Legg Jeremy Nathaniel Litton Erin Elizabeth Lynd Alisha Dawn Mannon Ashley F. Martin Heather Sue McCormick William Christopher McGee Kara Beth McNeely Andrew M. Merritt Andrew Stephen O'Neal Jeannette Rae Oliver Jenna Danielle Palmer Kathleen Elisabeth Parsley Chad Tyler Pemberton Amy Christine Perry Adam Jacob Phillips Angelique Marie Price Maurica Dawn Richardson Jessica Lynn Rogerson Leaha Marie Salmon Kristin Nichole Schroeder Allison Elizabeth Sigman Jay K. Sisson Hannah Sue Smith Amanda Beth Stewart Jessica Sue Stewart Elizabeth Gail Stinnett Cody Hansbrough Thompson Steven Patrick T umer Brandi Denise Tyler Jennifer Lynn Vance Morgan K. Vance Natasha Nichole Vance Erin Nichole Varney Susan Claire Velte Catherine Anne Weber Aaron Matthew Wellman Jennifer S. White J ewelia Mae Williams Lindsay Taylor Winfield Emily Beth Withrow Ashley Lynn Witt Rachel Lynn Workman Olivia V. Wymer 19 
College of Liberal Aris Candidates presented by David J. Pittenger, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 
Bachelor of Arts Christina Ann Adams Jacqueline Yvette Fisher Kendrick Edward McElfish Alyssa Nicole Adkins Elizabeth Anne Fleming Lora Meadows Trenton Andrew Aitken Sterling Eugene Plunder George Samuel Mehalic Dustin Wesley Allen Nicholas Joseph Fralic Lance Derek Miller Victoria Barnard Allen Audra Lynn Francis Jenae Nicole Moreno Tara Julianna Allman Brittany Danielle Franklin Alexander Joseph Mull Jackie Lee Baisden Ian Michael Gaunt Whitney Afton Naylor-Smith Daniel Edward Ball Rylee Grace Genseal Marissa D. Nelson Constance Marie Ballard Alex Keith George Rachel Nicole Nida Ennis Ayla Barbery Annette Elise Graybeal NoahJ. Oliver Sean Michael Beckett Rachel Elizabeth Halloran Elizabeth Emily Orton Eric Michael Beckner Andrea Nicole Harless Melissa Noel Parsons Stephen Cooper Bergstrom Brittany L. Harmon Nathaniel Gabriel Perdomo Russ Michael Blank Kellen Denitri Harris Ian Alexander Peters Danielle S. Brooks Cristin Rebecca Haught Meghan Dawn Poe Emily Marie Brooks John William Haynes Rebekah Jo Prichard Laci Breanne Browning Henry David Heisey Edward Roy Pride Rolanda Laura Bruce Derrick Adam Hensley Kristen Samantha Pritchard Geston David Churchill Brumfield Maryellen Marie Hill Adam Joseph Ptacek Robert Darren Brumfield Rebekkah Rachel Hill Victor Ramos Brittany NaCole Caldwell Jenafer Robin Hinchman Brittany Alysha Randall Grant Austin Calhoun Tiffany Marie Hughes Megan C. Ray Natalie Marie Campbell Megan Nicole Hunt Allison Marjorie Reus Mark Davis Cann Heather Danielle Inscoe Robert J. Richardson Latisha Rochelle Carr Sarah Elizabeth Ison Aleisha Danyale Roberson Cary Patrick Child Craig Robert Jankowski William Joseph Robertson James Neal Cleveland Ryan Patrick Jefferson John William Rodgers Madelynn Dominga Coalson Amber Renee Johnson Kathleen Elizabeth Romans Megan Nichole Collier Heather Ashley Julian Ryan Lee Ross Erin Michelle Collins Benjamin Matthew Jurevicius Niki Allison Rowe Joshua Adam Cottle Kevin A. Kelley Kayla Ann Ruh Gary Michael Cremeans Samantha J oAnne Knauff Holyann Noel Schiller Suella Marie Crum Christine Elizabeth Lavery Anjellica Nicole Scott N iclos Allan Dailey Amanda Bliss Leonard Tyler Christopher Shaub Kevin L. Davis Yanika Janea Lewis Joshua Morgan Sime Luann Elizabeth DeLaRosa Taylor Ryan Manilla Christopher Joseph Simmons Robert Carl DeMuth Gabriel Mannella Ami Michelle Sirbaugh Brianna Cathleen Dickerson Jessica Eve Marsh Samantha A. Sisk Samuel David Dotson Ashley Marie Matheny Laura Caroline Skewes Brandon Douglas Earp Johnathan Michael McCallister Adam Lewis Slone Selena Paige Edmonds Kyle Andrew McCallister Bobbie Jo Smith Jessica Rae Elliott Kayla Jo McClaskey Chance Andrew Reid Smith Adam Eugene Endicott Curtis Aaron McComas Theresa Marie Smith Rebecca Beville Falcon Elizabeth Dawn McCoy Eric Holden Springer 
20 
Aarika Leigh Stanley Brittany Elaine Stanley Marshall John Stenson Adam Ketner Strider Alexandria Ellen Sturgill Ryan Sotero Svingos Angela N. Taylor Amy Michelle Terry DeMetrius James Thompson Madeleine Anne T hompson Jennifer Leigh Thornton Amanda Beth Tignor Ryan Anthony Tillman Carissa Michelle Tufts Kayla Suzanne Turner Brittany Michelle Vance Natalie Tess Vanderpool Jordan Mikka Waddell Kimberly Renee Walters Owen Alexander West 
Bachelor of Science Noah Zachary Fraley Courtney Lauren Westfall Amanda M. Williams Maya Amy Williams Elijah Alderson Wise Steven Jacob Wolowinski Zachary Dane Woods Crystal L. Woody Kayla Anne Young Mikhaela Elizabeth Young 
21 
College of Business 
Candidates presented by Chong W. Kim, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 I 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Anna Elizabeth Adkins Sara Elizabeth Holcomb Henry Roberts 
Pedro Jose Agenjo Pila Melanie Elizabeth Horn Tyler Christopher Rowland 
Aftab S. Ahmad Jessica Nicole Hughes Ashley Nichole Saunders 
Joshua David Allen Danielle Megan Ingram Melissa Kathleen Sayre 
Robert J. Balis ZheJi JiaShen 
Jared Ryan Barker Carly Eileen Jividen Andrew Arik Sikula 
Kristin Lea Bateman Taylor Reed Johnson Amanda K. Skeens 
Kristen Rebecca Berquist Ian Joseph Kadish Amanda Marie Smith 
Nicholas Hunter Blankenship Ryan Gregory Kelly Antonio Kenneth Smith 
Leigh Anne Booth Keisha Sharon Keys Gregory Paul Smith 
Glen Ross Burgraff Michaela Kyrie Kissell Jameson Evan Smith 
Anthony Donald Bush Lola Nicole Lackey Richard Lee Smith 
Sonya Mae Butcher Kyle Gregory Lambert Kenneth Socorro 
Lauren B. Caldwell Jill Elizabeth Lansden Jared Christopher Spicer 
Timothy John Campbell Zachary Daniel Lauffer Lucas Owen Stanford 
Amy Elizabeth Cattrell James Lavinskas Jeanne Nicole Stanley 
Kathleen M. Clark Richard Thomas Legg Seth Webster Stanley 
Martin Taylor Clay Clayton Herman Lehmkuhle Joshua Adam Stowers 
Elizabeth Marie Cochran Chelsea Marie Lemons Brandon Lee Sunbury 
JoAnn D. Combs Wendy Gale Lincoln Jessica Marie Tackett 
Raymond Franklin Cousins Morgan Cathlene Lucado Ye Tao 
Cody Allen Cremeans Kyle Franklin Lundy Ra'Mone D. Tate 
Elizabeth Ann Davis Thomas Michael Matheny Lindsay Nichole Toney 
Garrett Ray Davis Jonathan K. Matthews Phuong Thi Thu Tran 
Mark Christopher Deal Joshua Michael McAdoo Pamela Jo Tritt 
Zachary David Deal Amanda Lee Menslage James Ryan Verbage 
Erin Colleen Deegan Ashley K. Moore Hao Wang 
Erin Miachele Donley Chai Weston Moore Kelsey Deanne Waybright 
Zachary C. Duncan Ellen Kastner Moore Caleb Gary Webb 
Courtney Dontavious Edmonson Kathryn Le Moore Jeremy Ryan Westfall 
Michael Lee Elmore Joshua Kevin Morgan Victoria L. Wheeler 
Lauren Ashley Fairbanks Brandon Flynn Moro Brandon Lloyd White 
Shane Edward Farrell Trisha Ann Mullenix Melonie Marchelle Wilcox 
Jeremy Scott Ferrell Eiman Samir Nasser Hannah Beth Wilkins 
Nathan Allen Freeman Anna Kathleen Neil Joshua Kenneth Williams 
Amanda Elizabeth Garrido Trang T hi Hoai Nguyen Darryl Vanorer Wingate 
Julie Ashley Goedel Olivia Marie Nutter Andika Saputra Wongkar 
Shayne Leigh Goedel Kalyn Ngozi Obiozor Jenna Marie Workman 
Jeremy Ian Goodman Mark 0. Page Yan Yi 
Matthew S. Graham Chelsea Kay Painter 
Michael Tyler Grant William Jason Perdue 
Jeremiah Ryan Greenleaf Angela Dawn Perry 
Jessica Leigh Gunn Ora Frances Perry 
Dalton E. Hadlock Matthew Elbert Prince 
Mark]. Hagy Heather Nichole Ramsey 
Angela Christina Hamrick Kaitlin Margaret Reed 
Christopher Lee Harris Terry L. Rein 
22 
College of Science 
Candidates presented by Charles C. Somerville, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 
Bachelor of Science 
Jason Dean Adams 
Brian David Adkins 
Joshua G. Adkins 
Abdullah Abdulrahman 
AlTuhami 
Justin Cody Barebo 
Kimberly Jean Beach-Shaffer 
Marlita Lynn Berry-Cadogan 
Jake Henry Billmyer 
Gregory Scott Bills 
Rachel Perry Blake 
Michael Vaughn Baxter Bledsoe 
Benjamin Patrick Blodgett 
James Scott Board 
Robert C. Bowers 
William Jared Brinker 
Angelina Browning 
Cameron D. Buchman 
Katherine Elizabeth Budden 
Robert Benjamin Calderwood 
Christopher Lindsey Chadwick 
Angela Colleen Chandler 
Cassandra Jo Chapman 
Adam Tyler Clark 
Elizabeth Ashley Clayton 
Dakota Bud Collins 
Daniel Patrick Collins 
Chelsea Chantel Comer 
Samantha M. Cotsmire 
Allison Noelle Cox 
Charles Donavan Davis 
Lisa Rebecca Davis 
Rebecca Lynn Dean 
Michael Todd Dearing 
David J. Decker 
Tyler Edward Dickson 
Stephanie Lee Dillon 
Byron David Dodson 
Jacob Franklin Eller 
Stephen Matthew Ferrell 
Cassandra J. Fields 
Christopher Heath Fine 
Zachary Ward Fisher 
Casey Eric Fitzpatrick 
Christopher Thomas Fitzpatrick 
Lane Andrew Fowler 
Jordan Lea Gaal 
Don E. Garrison 
Brandon Tyler George 
Brandi Nicole Gilman 
Matthew Joseph Goddard 
· Jack Howard Goodman
Courtney Nichole Grimmett
Christopher Michael Hahn
Alyssa Mae Hammond
Ashlyn Denay Harlan
Henry David Heisey
Andrew David Hines
Adam Clay Howerton
Bisodun Joyce Ishola
Rebekah Janette Jamieson
Joshua Evan Jewell
Thomas Owen Johnson
Christopher Lee Jude
Olivia Lorraine Judy
Renita Filichia Kagen
Justin Lee Kaunitz
Justin Michael Kazee
Wisam Majed Khader
Karla Sue Kirk
Christopher Michael Kirkpatrick
Caitlin Marie Kocher
Nichole Elizabeth Koester
BreErin Nicole Kyle
Zachary Shane Lanham
Jessica Ann Layne
Stephanie Lauren Lloyd
Laura Elaine Mader
Jennifer Marie Marinacci
Andrew Scott Martin
Casey Dawn McCallister
Michael Allan Messinger, III
Jeffrey Addison Michael
Hannah R. Mick
Kamryn Christine Midkiff
Brittany Dawn Milhoan
Melissa Ann Moore
Bethany J. M0rris
Kenneth Robert Mullen
Katelyn Marie Murphree
Tresa Anne Nelms
Courtney Nicole Nichols
James Howard Nottingham 
Corey Mathew Packard 
Lenza Elyce Paul 
Stephen Lance Pennington 
Eric Daniel Keith Perry 
Melanie Marie Pleiss 
Sundar Mani Raman 
Brandon Cody Sabol 
Demetrius Howard Scott 
Jason Andrew Smith 
David Oluwabunmi Solademi 
Autumn Nichole Starcher 
Carol B. Starkey 
Diana Marie Starkweather 
Danielle Nicole Stephens 
Melissa Rena Terry 
Justin Kirk Tomblin 
Christopher Michael Tyree 
Adam Joseph VanHorn 
Jacqueline Nicole Webb 
Kevin T homas Western 
Emily Nicole Whitt 
Eric Anthony Williams 
Aaron Myles Williamson 
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College of Health Professions 
Candidates presented by Michael Prewitt, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 
Bachelor of Arts 
Zema Rayshawn Bivins 
Bennett Shea Boyer 
Calin Joseph Burger 
John Tyler Davis 
Nicole Lee Downey 
Molly Elizabeth Ginger 
Grant Armstrong Hendren 
Jacob Kearney Hensel 
Nicholas Brian Kappler 
Philip R Lisi 
Mathew R Lynch 
Andrew Martin 
Mark Robert Nutter 
Dustin Bryan Stover 
Summer Breann Stover 
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
Sara Samir Alhakeem 
Kyle Edward Chapman 
Benjamin J. Smith 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Jonathan David Adkins 
Kara Elizabeth Adkins 
Kelly Marie Armstrong 
Ciara Dawn Arnold 
Carah Shane Artrip 
Kati Elizabeth Bailey 
Jodi Dee Baisden 
Colin Lee Bays 
Kristin Amber Bird 
Katherine Anne Blankenship 
Jennifer Lynn Blevins 
Christopher Brice Boelter 
Sarah Kristen Bonham 
Courtney Noel Boyer 
Stephanie Lea Bumgarner 
Gloria Kay Burdette 
Jennifer Lynn Byrd 
Beth Ann Carlton 
Kerry Renee Carter 
Ivy Grace Clarkson 
Ivy Eva Cline 
Kayla Marie Cole 
Odessa Celeste Compton 
Kaitlynn Marie Cottrill 
Hannah Nicole Davis 
Amber Sheree Dillon 
Staci Nicole Drury 
Lauren Julia Ferrell 
Kayla Rae Fitzwater 
Brian Lewis Floyd 
Lauren Ashley Floyd 
Eric Michael Flynn 
Ashley Elizabeth Gaston 
Assefa Mamo Gebremedhin 
Joseph Benjamin Haaf 
Brittany Megan Hall 
Ashley N. Hardin 
Elizabeth Lynn Hardin 
Christina Nicole Harvey 
Nathan Kyle Hill 
Sarah Beth Hill 
Mari Holliday 
Sarah Beth Holliday 
Christina Elizabeth Hyland 
Leah Victoria Justice 
Sophia lone Kelz 
Erin Catherine Kennedy 
Kasey Brianna Kilgore 
Madeline Rae Kingery 
Chassity Rachelle Kirk 
Mary Kathleen Lackey 
Connie J. Laishley 
Markeeya Nashae' Lee 
Debra Kay Leonard 
Melinda Ann Littlejohn 
Katelyn Renee Lockhart 
Moriah Danielle Lothes 
Amanda M. Mannon 
Samantha Jean Marcum 
Lindsay Renae Marshall 
Courtney Dahle Maynard 
Lauren Elise McComas 
Lindsay Nicole Meadows 
Linda Chepkemoi Ng'etich 
Jessica Morgan Nicholson 
Peter J. Ottaviano 
Patricia Rosann Parsons 
Heather Dawn Payne 
Delmas Wesley Perry 
Raylena M. Pritchard 
Lucinda Denise Queen 
Rachel Lynn Randall 
Kayley Dawn Ritter 
Patricia A. Ross 
Mikaela Rubenstein 
Elizabeth Ashley Sauvageot 
Jessica Darlene Sigman 
Yezenia Grisel Soto 
Greta Anne Sowards 
Megan Marie Springman 
Vanessa Carolina Stacy 
Kristen Ara Stephens 
Margaret Jan Stonestreet 
Patricia Ann Szerszen 
Diana Suzanne Taylor 
Carly Ann Thiel 
Alicia Nicole Thomas 
Catherine A. Togger 
Leslie Caitlin Toney 
Alexandra Lynn Vaclavek 
Katharine McKinley Webb 
Tiffany LeeAnn White Bachelor of Science 
Kayla Rochelle Adkins 
Misha L. Ball 
Hannah Michelle Cooper 
Catherine Gayle Counts 
Amy Crosby 
Jonathan Robert Crowder 
Ashley Paige Davis 
Laura Jean Davis 
Mona Christine Drake 
Erika L. Duncan 
Christopher Wayne Edmonds 
Melissa Marie Ferris 
Meghan Elise Fillinger 
Christopher John Finlay 
Aaron Bartley Foster 
John C. Fredeking 
Rachel Elizabeth Gergely 
Morgan Nicole Haddox 
Erin Rose Haney 
Ashley Brooke Hannon 
Kayla Elizabeth Hatfield 
Lindsay Nicole Hawk 
Isiah Jerrell Hayes 
Virginia Marie High 
Brittany Frances Ireland 
Jeremy Scott James 
Korey Jo Jividen 
Brittany Johnson 
Kristin Lynn Kelley 
Ibrahim Moro Koroma 
Chelsea Leah Laswell 
Matthew Todd Layne 
Benjamin David Lieving 
Michael David Lucas 
Melvin Edgar Matheny 
Heather Renee Mayes 
Heather Marie McCallister 
Emma Marie McCullough 
Gabrielle Lynn Meadows 
Kiara L. Midkiff 
Michelle Dianne Moening 
Jennifer Diane Moore 
Jillian Elise Myers 
Mindy Leigh Newsome 
Wynema Nicole Prince 
Pamela Kay Ramey 
Brent Alan Ransbottom 
Krista Brooke Ratliff Bias Bachelor of Social Work 
Pamela Jean Sheaves 
Brandon Allen Williams Associate in Science in Nursing 
Samantha Kaye Bennett 
Whitney Charlene Bowers 
Alisha Brooke Bowman 
Gabrielle Brooke Brogan 
Matthew Aaron Burd 
Tiara LaShaun Carper 
Marah Lyndsey Carroll 
Brittney Heather Chapman 
Tonya Mae Clark 
Zachary Alan Dye 
Howard Lee Early 
Amanda Estep 
Earl M. Floresca 
Andrea Theresa Frantz 
Mallory L. Gilmore 
Audrey Marie Griffith 
Johnathan Daniel Gunno 
Laura Ann Holton 
Leslie N. Horton 
Karen Sue Howerton 
Kayla Rachelle Leedy 
Danielle Christen Lewis 
Angela Nicole Livingston 
Alanna Lynn Mattison 
Hollie Elaine Mills 
Amy Denise Milton 
Elizabeth Nicole Mullins 
Brittany Nicole Myers 
Kala Leigh Withrow 
Julie Lynn Yester 
Marissa Rae Reardon 
Steven Thomas Reed 
Bailey B. Reynolds 
Jamie Renee Rickard 
Jennifer Ann Rose 
Cara Leigh Ross 
McKenzie Leigh Ross 
Matthew Todd Roush 
Rachel Lyn Sachini 
Kara Kristine Schultz 
Emily Jo Shamblin 
Blair Nicole Sigmon 
Kaycee A. Smith 
Lacy Marie Stephens 
Abbigail Emilie Stewart 
Natalie Rachelle Stover 
Vanessa Marie Ward 
Loren Candace Wells 
Meghan Anne Wetzel 
Kristin Elizabeth Wheatley 
Sarah Renee White 
Emilee Elizabeth Williams 
Kacy Racquael Winans 
Nicole Debra Woollard 
Keshia LaRae Peterson 
Mary Christine Petrany 
Mark Martin Riley 
Kathleen Mavoumeen Siegrist 
Heather Grace Sims 
Abigail Dawn Smith 
Billie Jo Talbott 
Angela Michelle Taylor 
Deanna Jaye Thompson 
Trista Dawn Tomblin 
Katherine Teresa Twohig 
Tara D. Wicks 
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College of Fine Arts Candidates presented by Donald Van Hom, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 Bachelor of Fine Arts Kimberly Nicole Archer Chase Steven Bowman Jason H. Breslin K;therine Lucille Cavis Jennings Harold Estel John Thomas Galloway Wesley Matthew Hager Alex Todd Hughart Joel David Innes Wendie Nicole Jordan George William Lanham Erika Rose Lawson Leigh Ann Elizabeth Lilly James Patrick Lykens Zachary Luke Merritt Kimberli Jean Milhoan Christopher Jon Miller Jason Andrew Mitchell Dustin Eaton Moraczewski Danilo Rezende Froes d Moraes Sarah K. Nibert Rachel Elizabeth Nixon Caitlin Virtue Ressmeyer Steven Patrick Romano Rockford Allen Scarbro Christian Lee Conrad Whitt Isaac David Winland Richard William Wolhoy 
�-- ------ ·---
College of Information Technology 
And Engineering 
Candidates presented by Betsy Dulin, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 
Bachelor of Science 
Timothy Joe Adkins 
Robert Darren Brumfield 
Timothy David Canterbury 
Johan Michael Dejong 
William Ramon Thomas Edwards 
James J. Ferris 
Ryan David Frampton 
Mary Margaret Heath 
Emmanuel C. lroanya 
Joshua S. King 
Todd Samuel McClure 
Aaron Edward Medved 
Alisha Sue Ord 
Jason Earl Pitzer 
Jordan Scott 
Sean Martin Staley 
Patrick Lee Stewart 
Eric Byrd Stumbo 
William Joshua Wassum 
Billy Nicholas Whitley 
Ryan Daniel Whorton 
Joshua Taylor Willis 
Bachelor of Science in Engineering 
Bryan Robert Adkins 
Brigham Scott Ash 
Hunter Charles Booth 
Anthony Dean Ferguson 
Zachary Asa Hatfield 
Zachary G. Holley 
Stephanie Elaine Mach 
Dominique Lamont Madison 
Patrick Andrew Ray 
27 
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School of Journalism 
And Mass Communications 
Candidates presented by Corley R Dennison III, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 
Bachelor of Arts 
Shannon Elizabeth Anderson 
Deanna Kristine Bailey 
Jessica Ann Baker 
Kerissa Jane Bennett 
Kimberly Jane Bradley 
Christian Michael Brand 
Kelley Ann Bugler 
Whitney Marie Burdette 
Leannda Lin Carey 
Kelly Marie Christian 
Eric DiVito 
Chad Anthony Ellis 
Meghann Elizabeth Ferguson 
Solomon Richard Fizer 
Kristen Gail Footo 
Patricia Kathleen Fowler 
Jamilia Deshae Gates 
Troy C. Hemingway 
Marlowe Wynne Hereford 
Chelsey Lavonne Hughes 
Robert Henry Iddings 
Danielle Nicole Jordan 
Jessica Marie Kirk 
Ashley Dawn Mannon 
Shannon Renee Miller 
Andrea Rene Poling 
Maria Anne Romano 
Jennifer Michelle Sangid 
Stephen John Schelling 
Michael Edward Spurlock 
Staci Ann Ligouria Standiford 
William Travis Stephens 
Elizabeth Fay Stewart 
Baxter Brooks Taylor 
Haley Megan Thaxton 
Samantha Lynn Turley 
Corey Benjamin Walls 
Seth Daniel Wright 
Morgan Brooke Young 
Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Candidates presented by Rudy Pauley, Associate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing Studies .-
Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 Bachelor of Applied Science 
Micaela LaShell Davis 
Derek Parker Ford Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Mitchell Ryan Adkins 
Summer Nicole Adkins 
Sharon Marie Allen 
LaShawnda Joyel Andrews 
Amber Dawn Armstrong 
Felicia Anne Backus 
Bretney Kay Bailey 
Carol Lee Bailey 
Christine Renee Bailey 
Jessica Leigh Bailey 
Lisa Ann Beckett 
Matthew Ross Bennett 
Stephanie Nicole Berry 
Evelyn Sue Bevins 
Ryan David Blake 
Jared Adam Blankenship 
Teresa Leigh Blankenship 
Daniel Joseph Bocook 
James Byrd Boggs 
Curtis Edward Brown 
Michael Ray Bums 
Amanda Renee Burnside 
Mary Louann Chapman 
Melanie A. Conrad 
Michael Paul Cooper 
William Lee Cox 
Maggie Lou Danish 
Eric W. Davis 
Kimberly Dawn Day 
Carri Danae Dillistone 
Ruby Ellen Dingess 
Breanne Michelle Endicott 
Stella R. Estepp 
Michael Benjamin Falbo 
James Michael France 
Sarah Elizabeth France 
Noah Alexander Freundel 
Angelina Marie Gardner 
William Chandler Gearhart 
Tammy R. Gill 
Thomas Michael Glennon 
Donald Gary Groves 
Benjamin David Hardin 
Darlene M. Hardwick 
Hayden Matthew Hedrick 
Jennifer Lynn Heinz 
Homer Holton, Jr. 
Charles James 
Danielle Ciera Jarrett 
Christopher Ryan Johnson 
Amy Dawn Jordan 
Melody Rose Jordan 
Donna Renee Keeton 
David E. Killingsworth 
Margie Dawn Kiper 
Nathan Reid Kirk 
Lisa Jane Lanham 
Tina S. Lilly 
Manda Ashley Lockhart 
Jason Andrew Lovejoy 
Tinia M. Lucas 
John Alexander Mahood 
Ryan P. Majher 
David Clarke Marsh 
Thomasiana Dannialle Marshall 
Sean Michael McBride 
Jonathan Ford McCormick 
Erika Brianna McCown 
Lia Danae McDonald 
Larry D. McDonnell 
Joshua Ryan McGlone 
Michael Richard McKee 
Ian Douglas McKenzie 
Antwane Maurice Meadows 
Holly Ann Merrill 
Gregory Scott Miller 
Paul David Miller, III 
Karrell Renna Moore 
Andrea Blake Morris 
Timothy Ryan Noggle 
Christopher Owen Nottingham 
Andrea Dawn Poe 
Ryan C. Pritchard 
Angela Dawn Puckett 
Shannon Lea Rhodes 
Vanessa Aileen Ridgway 
Susan Lynn Rimmey 
Meghan Whittney Rowan 
Summer Lee Ruggles 
Brian W. Salters 
Zilla Joan Sansom 
Lynn Ann Scalise 
Wesley A. Sears 
Jason Lee Shepherd 
Joel Michael Sidoti 
Ralph William Slyster 
Diane Marie Smith 
Monica Elizabeth Smith 
Shannon Marie Smith 
Bonita Sue Sparks 
Tabatha Jo Swann 
Christopher Luke Swiney 
Andrew Alan Tennant 
Sheala A. Thomas 
Katie Diane Toney 
Thuong Hai Vo 
Charles Larry Walker 
Thomas Edward Wallace 
Shirley Melissa Weidger 
Jared Mitchell Welker 
John Faulkner Wilkinson 
Cullie David Williamson 
Amory Kenitia Wilson 
Brian Leo Wisecarver 
William Eugene Wright 
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Graduate College 
Candidates presented by Donna J. Spindel, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 Education Specialist 
Mariah Caitlin Bailey 
Ashley E. Booten 
Elizabeth L. Brucker 
Jason Brent Conaway 
Jessica Dawn Crislip 
Peggy Sue Crowe Master of Arts 
Carrie Lynn Adams Special Education 
Tracy N. Adkins Special Education 
Iva Michelle Aliff Psychology 
Nora Kay Ankrom Political Science 
Sherri Ann Atwood Special Education 
Ami Peters Austin Counseling 
Jessica Marie Austin Leadership Studies 
Brandon R. Bailey Reading Education 
Mariah Caitlin Bailey Elementary Education 
Kandace M. Basham Special Education 
Olivia Kathleen Beaman Reading Education 
Stacey Renee Beane Counseling Toni Michelle Gilmore-Hook Chasity Daugherty Johnson Franklin Wayne Johnson Amanda Jill Knight Sarah Lynn Lee Anita M. Stephenson Jennifer Renea Belcher Reading Education Sarah Elizabeth Benson Special Education Levi Daniel Billiter Music Tiffanie Michelle Bishop-O'Brien Counseling Laura Ellen Blain Elementary Education Deborah Lea Blankenship Counseling Kendra K. Bolen Communication Studies Ashley E. Booten Elementary Education Cristofer N. Botkin Art Shawn A. Brammer Counseling Jessica Anne Bright Art Jessica E. Briscoe Mathematics Kelly Tanner Sarah Elizabeth Terry Brenda Law T uckwiller Lauren Brooke Winter Andrew Joseph Woolwine Sean Daniel Brogden History David Ray Butler Special Education Christy Dawn Campbell Reading Education Ashley N. Cavender Psychology Matthew Scott Chaffins Music Sher Bahadur Chhetri Mathematics Katherine Leann Clark Humanities Sara Elizabeth Clay Special Education Serena P. Clements Special Education Shelia Jane Coleman Reading Education Cayla Beth Conaway Elementary Education Virginia Carol Cook Latin 
Amber Dawn Cottrill Reading Education Jacqueline Christina Crawford Geography Rebecca Lynn Crawford Counseling Joseph Michael Crouse Secondary Education Stephanie Diane Crouse Secondary Education Thomas Joseph Cuchta Mathematics Clara Chantelle Damron Counseling Beverly Sue Davis Reading Education Jennifer Marie DePompei English Christopher William DiOrio English Robert W. Dial Leadership Studies Joseph Pierce Dickerson History Chana D. Dixon Special Education Callie Susanne Doss English Buddy Alvin Dunkley Counseling Kristy Elyse Dunkley Psychology Stephanie Lynn Eastman Special Education Melissa Ann Farley Special Education Debora Christine Fry Music Stephanie Michelle Fryer Reading Education Brittany Beth Fulks Special Education Jessica M. Furlong Communication Studies Kristen Lee Goddard-Dickens Special Education Linda Kay Goins Special Education Stephanie Edith Grande Special Education Jennifer L. Gunno Special Education Loretta Hager Reading Education Heather Nicole Hall Secondary Education Nathaniel Lee Hall Special Education Erica June Hardesty Counseling Cheri R. Harris Reading Education Nicole Marie Harvath Elementary Education Jami Lynn Hefner Reading Education Amanda Rae Hensley English Amy Elisabeth Herholdt Elementary Education Christina Marie Hill Counseling Teresa Lynette Hill Special Education Christina Michelle Hollins Reading Education Christopher Graham Hostetter Sociology Heather Renee Howard Elementary Education Bethany Ann Hunt English Matthew Joseph James Counseling Sarah Elizabeth Jenkins English Megan Johnson Secondary Education Angela Michelle Jones Psychology Donald Alphonso Jones Counseling Jennifer Ann Jude Secondary Education Mary Shannon Keenan Special Education AmyD. Kelly Special Education David Michael Kendall Art Adrienne Hope Kesner Special Education Cheryl Lynn Kirk Reading Education Megan Danielle Kirk Counseling Travis Richard Knight Political Science Melanie B. Knighton Special Education Christina Marie Knopp Psychology Melody Faith Komorowski Elementary Education Stefanie Dawn Kopp-Adkins Reading Education Eugene T. Lacy Biological Sciences Elizabeth Marie Lallathin Elementary Education 31 
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Margaret M. Lambert Communication Studies 
Cameron D. Lemasters Biological Sciences 
Russell A. Lester Special Education 
Kay Evone Lilly Reading Education 
Cheryl Anne Long Elementary Education 
Alexandre Aguiar Lopes Music 
Lakedria Caprice Lozano Music 
Grace Nkatha M'mworia Psychology 
N icel Masarogullari Sociology 
Kayoko Matsumoto English 
Cheyenne Alexis McBride Special Education 
Leshia Annette McClure Counseling 
Kevin Ryan McCoy Sociology 
Casie J. McGee Mathematics 
Austin T. McIntire English 
Kimberley Sue McPherson Secondary Education 
Clyde-Emmanuel Estorninho 
Meador Mathematics 
Jamie G. Meddings Secondary Education 
Richard Paul Merritt Mathematics 
Brandi Leigh Miller Special Education Sarah Susan Morgan English Sharon Leigh Mortensen Special Education Deborah L. Moss Special Education Jennifer Nicole Musgrave Special Education Bradley D. Musser Biological Sciences Jodi L. Myers Counseling Danny R. Napier Special Education Mohammed Amine Oudghiri Otmani Political Science Gamze Fatma Ozbas English Staci Lynn Paitsel Reading Education Todd P. Parks Leadership Studies Martin C. Patrick Special Education Son Tuan Pham Political Science Jessi Michelle Pierson Elementary Education Mark Daniel Plymale Counseling Irina Presnyakova English Tracie Marie Price Special Education Kevin A. Pruitt Humanities Yolanda A. Puig Special Education Karen B. Ramsey Special Education Monica Ann Rayburn Special Education Michelle Hope Redman Reading Education Jerry Christopher Reed Humanities Adam Christopher Rhodes Music Jillian Leigh Richmond Reading Education Melissa Sue Rose Reading Education Sabrina Brandelle Salmons Reading Education Stephanie Renee Sanders Counseling Stephanie E. Sansom Reading Education Kathleen Staci Sauls Counseling Tamara K. Sayre Leadership Stu.dies Adrian Nicole Scott Humanities Amy Louise Seitz Mathematics Makoto Sekiguchi English Michele L. Sexton Elementary Education Robert A. Sharp Special Education Sara Meagan Shelton Political Science Hikari Shinjo Special Education Larry Luther Shockley History Vicki Lynn Shoemaker Special Education 
Julia Lynn Sisson Naomi Sumiya Harley D. Walden Reading Education English History Megan Skiles Leslie Erin Summers Jared. D. Waller Counseling Psychology History Mindy Michelle Smith Jianan Sun Darlene E. Weller Secondary Education Mathematics Secondary Education Suzanne Leigh Smith Kelly Tanner Jerry Dwayne White Elementary Education Elementary Education Special Education Denise Annette Smithson Alisha D. Taylor Jenna B. Williams Special Education Reading Education Reading Education Frederick Randolph Snyder Amy Raeshelle Taylor Terry Gene Williams History Counseling Secondary Education Pai Song Sarah Elizabeth Terry Angela Leann Wingler Mathematics Elementary Education Special Education Aaron Lane Statler Stacey Frances Terry Mary Elizabeth Withers Music Secondary Education Music Megan Leigh Stickley Brenda D. Thompson Kristin Jennings Wyatt Reading Education Reading Education Reading Education Sarah Louise Stover Amanda Renee Trump John Byron Young Special Education Special Education Latin Luke Andrew Strimer Ryoko Uechi Communication Studies Shinichi Yuri Secondary Education English Lisa Marie Sullivan Special Education 
Master of Business Administration Michael Lynn Allen Andrea Lynn Grier Khoa Dang Nguyen Stephen Troy Andes Kenneth Hatcher Thai Khac Nguyen Shannon L. Bailey Linville Walter Hawthorne Joseph Christopher Noronha Tara Lynn Ballard David A. Hayes Duong Thuy Pham James Todd Beane John Jason Hess Lalena D. Price Shawna Christine Boyer Huyen Thu Hoang Anthony David Ridenour Kayla L. Brown Gregory Keith Hutton Kathy Sue Rittenhouse Charity Cherotich Cheruiyot Carl Owen Jimison Justin Daniel Robinson Kevin Tichanatsei Chikombero Evan Robert Johnson Megan K. Roush Pete Anthony Culicerto Thomas P. Johnson Howard Cirtis Ruddock Jonathan Andrew Dadisman Salem Haidar Kheetan Jason W. Shepherd Christina Mariam Dalton Courtney E. Kovach Jiaying Shu Huong Thi Thanh Do Nale Jennifer Lea Thacker Nam Hoang Do Nga Thi Le Duong Thi Thuy To Duyen Thihong Dong Phu Hoang Le Thanh Nam Tran Clayton Isaac Ferguson Kurt Lincoln Lipton Gordon M. Waters James Gerard Field Michael Lee Little Alissa Dyan Watts Jonathan D. Floyd Micah Raj Malhotra Shad A. West Patricia Garayoa Elia Michael Robert Moncada Cody Benjamin Wiseman Brian Thomas Gartley Joy Dee Mooney Nancy LeMaster Grace Dong Ngo 33 
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Master of Science in Engineering 
Viet Hoang Cao 
Weibo Chen 
Paul Jason Dean 
Patrick Wayne Deweese 
Simon Fet 
Jacob E. Fishel 
Theodore Leung 
Natalia Grigoryevna 
Meshcheryakova 
Thinh Quoc Nguyen 
Hien Pham 
Master of Arts in Journalism 
' 
Adam David Cavalier 
Molly Elizabeth Grove 
Brian Nicholas Harper 
Anna Lou J essmer 
Tori Lynn Marra 
Michael J. Mcateer 
Dung Phuong Nguyen 
Phuong Thu Nguyen 
Megan R. Schubert 
Master of Arts in Teaching 
Velvadena Lee Adkins 
Monica Gwen Bell 
Sarah Elaine Benda 
Sarah Elizabeth Brown 
Allison Elizabeth Cole 
Noah W. Copley 
Tara}. Fry 
Angie Lynn Gillespie 
Natalie Joyce Greene 
Todd John Killmeyer 
Ashley Elizabeth Lancianese 
Shannon E. Love 
Tally Elizabeth Mainland 
Master of Science 
Nathalie Caroline Aall Biological Sciences 
Jamie Dunkle Adkins Communication Disorders 
Rachel Erin Adkins Technology Management 
Elise Sturm Anderson Exercise Science 
Emily Michele Anneken Biological Sciences 
JanaAtik Biological Sciences Kimberlee Kerr Martin Kayla Renea McClung Derek K. Midkiff Katherine Lee Mohn Amanda Beth Mullins Barbara K. Mullins Barbie Jean Newhouse Sara Elizabeth Rose Pamela Lee Stollings-Hensley Danielle Jo Sutphin Shawna M. Thompson Joseph Ray Toler Lauren Elizabeth Banfi Adult and Technical Education Max Billmyer Accountancy Christopher G. Bohach Adult and Technical Education Brian Lee Bridgewater Biological Sciences Gary Matthew Brown Adult and Technical Education Amy Elizabeth Browning Adult and Technical Education Corinne D. Calabro Sport Administration Danny Edward Campbell Safety Brandon Casamassima Human Resource Management Hannah Moriah Casto Accountancy Jesse Chaffin Biomedical Sciences Melissa Mary Chohon Sport Administration 
Elise Renee Chom Pamela Dawn Enoch Amanda Marie Heeren Forensic Science Human Resource Management Forensic Science Geneleen N ingy Chou Constance Morgan Faber Adam Conrad Heflin Biological Sciences Human Resource Management Human Resource Management Bethany Shonte' Christian Edward R. Feeley Harold Ray Henson Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Technology Management Janie Clark Elizabeth Victoria Fet Kelsey Taylor Herholdt Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences Technology Management Colleen Anita Conlon Karen J. Foster Tyler Russell Hem Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences Carrie Elizabeth Cox Joshua B. Fowler Lori Ann Hilger Biomedical Sciences Safety Technology Management Amy Michelle Crowder William Zachary Garrett Van Thi Thuy Hoang Criminal Studies Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Robert Edward Cullifer, Jr. Jillian Shelby Gonzalez Melinda D. Hodge Health Care Administration Environmental Science Biomedical Sciences Anh Thi Huyen Dao Daniel Jeremy Grafton Trenton Reeve Hood Human Resource Management Geography Exercise Science Jennifer D. Davis Brittany K. Griffith Connie Lynn Howell Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education Joshua Demond Davis Matthew John Ham Nathan Hoxie Adult and Technical Education Biomedical Sciences Biological Sciences Tiffani Brooke Young Dial Jesse Charles Hamilton Daniel W. Hughes Human Resource Management Environmental Science Safety PhucDinh Natalie Elaine Hamilton Lauren Lee Hutchinson Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Exercise Science Christopher Thomas Dixon Derek Sean Hancock Hannah Alexis Hylton-Eichberger Health Care Administration Environmental Science Adult and Technical Education Penu Dokouzov Aaron Douglas Hankins Adam Adel Ibrahim Technology Management Geography Health Care Administration Aaron Matthew Dom Polly M. Hardy Andrew Graham J agtiani Biomedical Sciences Adult and Technical Education Criminal Justice Wen Dong JohnP. Hark Vivek Ashok Jain Adult and Technical Education Exercise Science Technology Management Caleb R. Dyer Matthew Leon Harlow Amy Dawn Jeffries Adult and Technical Education Biomedical Sciences Health Care Administration Anthony Walter Eiler Teryn Elizabeth Hatfield XiaoyinJin Forensic Science Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Wilbur Russell Emrick Stephen E. Hatten Jamie Elyse Johnson Technology Management Technology Management Forensic Science 35 
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Rebecca Doris Jones John F. McGraw Amber Lynn Rasmussen Biomedical Sciences Sport Administration Forensic Science 
Christopher Edward Kendrex Deborah L. Moore Courtney Danielle Richards Forensic Science Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences 
Shaleana Nicole Keys Dishari Mukherjee Emily Erin Riggs Adult and Technical Education Forensic Science Exercise Science 
Stephanie M. Kot Katie Maureen Murphy Megan Leigh Rommel Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences Forensic Science 
Kevin John Kramer Taryn N. Murray Carrie Leigh Ross Forensic Science Environmental Science Adult and Technical Education 
Stephanie Ann Kuntz Kandice Kaye Napier Christopher Curtis Ross Forensic Science Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education 
Erin Elizabeth LaGrone Shanna Nicole Nelson Joseph Vito Russo Forensic Science Human Resource Management Biomedical Sciences 
Victoria Louise Lamont Robert Ngumire Andrew Paul Sawin Environmental Science Physical and Applied Science Forensic Science 
Anh The Le Ha Phung Nguyen Paige Elena Schneider Environmental Science Human Resource Management Sport Administration 
Lauren Elizabeth Lee Linh Thuy Nguyen Claudia Ximena Schrader Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders 
Jingping Li Brian C. Nichols S. Razi SeyedmonirAdult and Technical Education Information Systems Environmental Science
XudongLiu Seth Allyn Overly Nathan Alan Shepard Adult and Technical Education Safety Biological Sciences 
Dan Feng Lu Odiamehi Oziegbe Yisha Shi Health Care Administration Human Resource Management Human Resource Management 
Meggan Lenore Macomber Kevin Jason Perry Brandon Scott Shiflett Forensic Science Adult and Technical Education Biomedical Sciences 
N andini Durga Prasanna Kumar Thang Due Pham LeeAnn Shinavski 
Manne Human Resource Management Safety Biological Sciences 
Amanda Nicole Pilbeam Eli Shleser 
Myye Mohammed Mansouri Geography Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education 
Glen A. Poe Michael E. Shrewsbury 
Brandy Jean Maydon Safety Human Resource Management Forensic Science 
Jonah Raymond Pritt Nicholas Ryan Slate 
Cathy Ann Maynard Safety Technology Management Adult and Technical Education 
Nathan James Quillen Brian Russell Smith 
Jonathan Coleman McCoy Forensic Science Safety Sport Administration 
Kristopher Frederick Rake Demeley W. Smith 
Patricia Anne McCoy Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education 36 
Little Smith Erik Steven Vint Adult and Technical Education Chemistry 
Howard James Stanton, II William Andrew Walker Biological Sciences Criminal Justice 
Judith Irene Stanton Gregory S. Walter Accountancy Criminal Justice 
Caitlin Marie Starkey Wei Wang Human Resource Management Human Resource Management 
Terra Lynn Stump Wei-Hsin Wang Health Care Administration Accountancy 
Nadia Y. Swanigan Benjamin James Warnick Adult and Technical Education Sport Administration 
Samantha Joann Taylor Joshua L. Webb Physical and Applied Science Health Care Administration 
Casey Snowden Thompson Douglas Richard White Sport Administration Exercise Science 
Vy Thi Thuy Tran Jeffrey Anderson Williams Technology Management Sport Administration 
Amy W. Vaughan Robert L. Williams Health Care Administration Exercise Science 
Master of Science in Nursing 
Lauren Brittany Arthur 
Rosalind R. Berry 
Ashley Adelle Bice 
Hillary E. Brown 
Teresa Lynn Browning 
Charlotte L. Buckner 
Alexis Ann Cox 
Joann E. Dallas 
Destiny Brook Day 
Misty Beth Dillow 
Jamie L. Dixon 
Michelle L. Gump 
Deitra Lynn Hackworth 
Darla S. Hall 
Ashlee Marie Harsanyne 
Karen Adkins Hart 
Tina Louise Hawley 
Peggy Jane Huffman 
Sabrina Kay Huffman 
Amanda Fern Johnson 
Angela Renae Lilly 
Jessica N. Maynard 
Stephen S. Metheny 
Jessica Rae Mills-Conner 
Jodi Renae Myers 
Amy Celina Proffitt 
Sarah A. Riddle 
Amanda Nicole Ross 
Lesley Ann Ross 
Sherry Lynn Russell 
Vickie Lynn Sorrell 
Leia Suter Cari 
Beth Triplett 
Kelly Ann Turner 
Chastity Leigh Walker 
Cynthia Ann Watkins 
Maryann Sue White 
Daniel Robert Williamson Technology Management 
Amanda Nicole Wilson Forensic Science 
Priscilla Michelle Woomer Adult and Technical Education 
Amy Elizabeth Young Biomedical Sciences 
Cheryl Ann Zakowski Forensic Science 
Zhongyi Zeng Information Systems 
He Zhu Biological Sciences 
Sarah Frances Zilch Health Care Administration 
Kevin John Zuchorski Sport Administration 
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Graduate College 
Marshall University Doctoral Program 
Degrees Conferred by Donna]. Spindel, Dean and Teresa R. Eagle, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 Doctor of Education 
LeAnne Arbor Olson 
Yvonne Michelle Skoretz Doctor of Philosophy 
Jasjeet Bhullar 
Linda Lou Eastham 
Yue Huang 
Sunil Kumar Kakarla 
Anjaiah Katta Doctor of Psychology 
Penny L. Koontz Doctor of Management Practice in Nurse Anesthesia 
Marty Henley 
Christi A. Wentz 
Marion Singleton Jones 
Marshall University Doctoral Program 
The following Doctor of Management Practice in Nurse Anesthesia candidates are scheduled to 
complete degree requirements July 8, 2011 Karen Arthur Chad Edward Baisden Christina Brammer Van B. Browning, III Robert Adam Burnside Joshua Campbell Richard David Drennen Jennifer Edwards Jon Christopher Kinzel Yelena V. Kosko Robert D. Lovejoy Daniel Mazzella Sundei Patagoc Krista Hillary Phillips Holly Schoonover Ashley Shearer Thad Henry Tofaute Erin Christine T umer Paula Thomas Vass Ronald David Vest, Jr. Jeremy Watkins Christopher Shawn Wheeler Joshua Caleb Zarzour 
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Doctoral Dissertations 
LeAnne Arbor Olson 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Linda Spatig Transition from High School to College: The Experience of Girls in Rural West Virginia 
Yvonne Michelle Skoretz 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Ronald Childress 
A Study of the Impact of a School-Based, ]ob-Embedded Professional Development Program on Elementary and Middle School Teacher Efficacy for Technology Integration 
Jasjeet Bhullar 
Biomedical Sciences 
Dr. Vincent Sollars Identification of genes involved in hematopoietic stem cell differentiation and leukemia 
Yue Huang 
Biomedical Sciences 
Dr. Guo-Zhang Zhu PITX2 is overexpressed in follicular cell-derived thyroid cancer and promotes thyroid cancer proliferation by regulating cell cycle progression t , 
Master's Thesis 
May 2011 
Nora Ankrom 
Political Science 
Dr. Jamie Warner Horse,Trading in Smoke,Filled Rooms: Power in the 2008 West Virginia Republican Presidential Convention 
Adam Cavalier 
Journalism 
Dr. Chris Swindell The Effects of a Web Presence on Sportscasting Audiences 
Virginia Cook 
Latin 
Dr. Caroline Perkins 
A Poet's Request: Text and Subtext in Horace's Odes 1 .1 
Thomas Cuchta 
Mathematics 
Dr. Bonita Lawrence Infinitesimal Tzme Scale Calculus 
Jennifer DePompei 
English 
Dr. Chris Green Black Lung Rhetoric: Mythology and Silence in Central Appalachian Labor History 
Anna Jessmer 
Journalism 
Dr. Robert Rabe Beats in the American Perspective 
Michael McAteer 
Journalism 
Dr. Janet Dooley Analyzing Teens Attitudes Toward Brandname Prepackaged Food Health Messaging 
Kevin McCoy 
Sociology 
Dr. Marty Laubach 
A cross,cultural and historical comparison of housing efforts of the welfare state in Malmo, Sweden and Huntington, WV 
Clyde,Emman Meador 
Mathematics 
Dr. Anna Mummert Numerical calculation of Lyapunov exponents for three,dimensional systems of ordinary differential equations 
Katie Murphy 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Thomas Pauley The Effects of Roads and Trails on Terrestrial Salamander Movement Patterns 41 
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42 ]iananSun Mathematics Dr. Alfred Akinsete Statistical properties of a convoluted beta,Weibull distribution Frederick Randolph Snyder History Dr. Robert Sawrey Finding Favor: Chaplains of the Confederacy Erik Vint Chemistry Dr. Scott Day Utilization of DNNDendron Conjugates for DNA Monolayers on Gold: A Comparative Study Harley Walden History Dr. William Palmer Sahib and Sepoy: The Rebellion of 1857 in the British Imagination John Young Latin Dr. Christina Franzen Deathly Erichtho as Vital to Lucan's Bellum Ciuile 
Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine Doctor of Medicine degrees awarded Wednesday, May 4, 2011 during Investiture and Commencement Exercises at the Keith-Albee Performing Arts Center. Candidates presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 07, 2011 
Doctor of Medicine Brittany L. Adams Ohio State University Charles Daniel Barry, II West Virginia State University Kimberly Renee Becher Denison University Michelle Lee Beitzel West Virginia University Kathryn Emily Bell Auburn University-Montgomery Naveen Bellam University of Miami Nathan Alex Bexfield Brigham Young University Whitney Ann Boggs Marshall University Clifton Robert Bolinger Marshall University Karim Wayne Boukhemis Marshall University Gregory Thomas Burg Washington and Jefferson College Jessica Rae Burgy Marshall University Rebecca Lynne Byard Chatham College Christopher William Carey Clemson University Fung Michael Chan Marshall University Neil Russell Copeland Marshall University Megan Elizabeth Docherty West Virginia Wesleyan College Daniel Roque Felbaum Wheeling Jesuit Institute William Albert Fogle Marietta College Jennifer Kayser Gerlach Marshall University Ladawna Lynn Gievers University of Washington Christina Booda Gillenwater West Virginia Institute of Technology Shea Marie Goodrich Marshall University Beatrice Lyath Grasu University of Richmond Joel L. Grow University of Utah Forrest Steven Harrison East Tennessee State University Michelle Lois Harvison University of Pittsburgh -Main CampusNathan Randall Hatfield Marshall University Alice Aileen Hensley Williams College Joseph Bradley Hess Marshall University Jill Allison Hopkins Northeastern University Salmaan Azam Jawaid University of Houston Jeremiah Lukas Jeffers West Virginian Wesleyan College Susanna Antoinette Kapourales University of Richmond Sonya Neda Kaveh University of Maryland, College Park and Georgetown University Ryan Douglas Kerr University of Tennessee-Knoxville Courtney Lynn Kiser Marshall University Richard Wayne Knapp, Jr. West Virginia University Courtney Erin Krug Lynchburg College and Johns Hopkins University Heidi Lewis Marshall University Susan Marie Lopata Franciscan University of Steubenville 
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Tristan Flynn Meador Cornell University Korey Blake Mitchell Campbellsville University Shelly Rene Nickels Trinity University Allison Abby Palumbo Westminster College Steven Michael Peterson Marshall University Huong Thi Thu Pham Case Western Reserve University Dana Carlson Point Duke University Bretton Lee Powell Marshall University Jennifer Martin Riley Marshall University Hilja Rebecca Ruegg Mount Holyoke College Mary Temple Sale Cornell University Garrett Charles Schneider West Virginia University Kelly Dawn Schrapp University of Colorado at Denver Randall Joseph Schultz Lynchburg College and Utah State University Nicholas Haddad Shaheen, III Kent State University-Kent Jarrod T homas Sheatsley University of North Carolina­Wilmington Zechary Craig Smith Alderson Broaddus College Adam Patrick Sweeney Marshall University Megan McKee Thomas Ohio State University and Chapman University-California Shreepada Tripathy Washington University in St. Louis Julie Ann Wesp University of California-Berkeley Jessica Sue Whipkey West Virginia University Jonathan Michael White Marshall University Danielle Holley Whitley West Virginia Wesleyan College Steven Robert Zeller Western Kentucky University 
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